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roups on photoexcited charge
carrier dynamics at the perovskite/TiO2 interface†
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The work proposed here aims to describe the dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers at the interface

between the perovskite and electron transport layer (ETL) in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and the effect

that the interface morphology has on these dynamics. This is done in an effort to further develop the

understanding of these materials so that their chemical composition and morphology may be better

utilized to improve PSCs by means of increasing the power conversion efficiency (PCE), maximizing the

chemical stability of PSCs to lengthen their lifespan, finding the cheapest and easiest materials to

synthesize which have beneficial properties in photovoltaics, etc. This is done by using density functional

theory to model the interface and open system Redfield theory to describe the charge carrier dynamics.

We find that the charge transfer characteristics at the perovskite/ETL interface depend greatly on the

choice of ligands adsorbed on the ETL that act as a bridge between the perovskite and ETL. The two

ligand choices discussed here go so far as to determine whether the system will undergo a Förster

energy transfer or a Dexter energy transfer upon photoexcitation.
Introduction

Lead halide perovskites have been a popular research topic over
the last several years for their applications to both photovol-
taics1–6 and photoluminescence.7–10 Lead halide perovskites
demonstrate promising features that include bandgap
tunability,11,12 long range charge transfer,13 extended lifetime of
excited-states,14–16 high quantum yield of photo-
luminescence,17–20 and high defect tolerance.21–24 Noticeable
efficiency of perovskite devices25,26 can be attributed to the large
values of their dielectric constants, which effectively cancel
electron–hole interactions and allow for easy spatial separation
of photoinduced electrons and holes.27 Certain materials have
shown the ability to accept these separated charges from the
perovskite when placed in contact with the perovskite.28–30 This
increases the efficiency of charge separation and extraction,
thereby improving the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
perovskite-based photovoltaic devices.31 Materials that accept
electrons have been dubbed electron transport materials
(ETMs) and hole accepting materials are likewise called hole
transport materials (HTMs). Polyoxotitanate (POT) clusters and
bulk TiO2 are frequently used as ETMs due to their low cost,
ease of fabrication, chemical stability, and wide band gap.32

POTs can also be synthesized in a variety of molecular
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geometries including thin lms, nanoclusters, and micropo-
rous structures.33–35 Perovskite-based solar cell designs that
layer the perovskite between ETM and HTM layers have
demonstrated PCEs above 20%,1 which is competitive with
traditional p–n doped silicon diode solar cell efficiencies. In
addition to this, perovskite-based solar cells are easier to
produce than traditional solar cells and the fabrication process
is much less demanding.36 TiO2 is oen used as an ETM for
photovoltaic interfaces, however the atomistic details of the
interface between perovskite and titania need deeper explora-
tion from both experimental and computational viewpoint. The
formation of the interface between TiO2 and perovskite
depends, in particular, on the choice of the precursor used in
nucleation on TiO2 nanoparticles. In the work37 one used tita-
nium isopropoxide. Before the TiO2 nanoparticles are deposited
on indium tin oxide transparent electrode substrate and calci-
nated, one can practice ligand exchange chemistry for the
control of the groups that will later interface the perovskite
layer.

Despite the success of perovskite-based solar cells in the
laboratory, there are still aspects of their operation that are not
fully understood. There is ongoing research into the origin of
the hysteretic behavior of their I–V curves1 as well as the ultra-
fast (<1 ps) charge injection into ETMs/HTMs.28–30 This work
focuses on the effects of ligands adsorbed to a POT ETM. More
specically, the ground state properties and photoexcited
charge carrier dynamics of two different perovskite/ETM struc-
tures are explored. The difference between these two structures
comes in the form of two different ligand groups acting as
a bridge between the perovskite and ETM.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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There are several challenges in computationally modeling
the dynamics of these kinds of systems. For instance, there
must be a method of achieving electronic transitions between
orthogonal electronic states in order to simulate any charge
carrier dynamics. In a closed quantum system, this is impos-
sible. Therefore, we must perform our calculations in the
framework of a more computationally expensive open quantum
system,38,39 where our system of interest can interact with an
external thermal bath. This is done by introducing additional
nuclear degrees of freedom that act as this thermal bath. In
order to treat the electron dynamics accurately with the nuclei
in motion, one must go beyond the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation and utilize the non-adiabatic coupling between
the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.40,41 Another
complication is that these dynamic processes are irreversible in
reality and should be treated as such computationally. This is
problematic because even with the inclusion of non-diagonal
terms in the Hamiltonian matrix, standard Hamiltonian
dynamics will result in reversible transfers back and forth
between the electron donor (perovskite) and acceptor (TiO2).42

There are a handful of methods that are commonly utilized
to address these challenges, based on time-dependent density
functional theory,43 surface hopping,44 and Redeld theory45,46

to name a few. This work makes uses Redeld theory to analyze
charge carrier relaxation, as described in the Methods section.
Methods
Static electronic structure

To nd the ground state properties, the Vienna Ab initio Simu-
lation Package (VASP) was used to perform Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations. DFT is based on the Hohenberg–
Kohn theorems.47 The rst theorem states that the total ground
state energy of a system is a functional of the electron density,
which means that the electron density is sufficient to describe
any ground state properties. The second theorem states that the
electron density which minimizes the ground state energy is the
exact ground state density. In order to nd the ground state
density, the self-consistent Kohn–Sham equations48 are solved
recursively. This starts by supplying a trial density r. This trial
density is used to determine the total and kinetic energy of the
system, which in turn are used to solve for the potential energy:

v½r� ¼ d

dr
ðE½r� � T ½r�Þ (1)

Here v, E, and T are the one-electron potential (potential
energy per electron), total energy, and kinetic energies, respec-
tively. The one-electron potential is then used to nd the
eigenstates of the ctitious one-electron Kohn–Sham equation:

��ħ2
2m

V2 þ v½r�
�
4ið r.Þ ¼ 3i4ið r.Þ (2)

Here 4ið r.Þ stands for the eigenstates, or Kohn–Sham
orbitals, while 3i stands for the energy of the Kohn–Sham
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
orbitals. With these orbitals, the electron density can be recal-
culated as:

rð r.Þ ¼
Xne=2
i¼1

j4ið r.Þj2 (3)

where ne is the total number of electrons. The sum includes ne/2
orbitals because the calculations performed here are for
a closed-shell spin-restricted system, so there are two electrons
occupying every orbital below Fermi's energy. The new density
can then be recursively used in eqn (1) to recalculate the on-
electron potential. This cycle is repeated until the total energy
difference between iterations is less than some specied
threshold; 10�4 eV in this case. Aer the electron density has
converged, the electrostatic force on the ions is calculated and
used to iterate their positions in the simulation cell, at which
point the electron density is again updated by the self-
consistent cycle of eqn (1)–(3). This entire process is repeated
until the total energy difference between ionic iterations is less
than some threshold; also 10�4 eV here.
Static observables

Aer the ground state geometry was optimized, the density of
states (DOS) was calculated using eqn (4) below:

nð3Þ ¼
X
i

dð3� 3iÞ (4)

where n is the DOS, i is the index of the Kohn–Sham orbitals, 3 is
the energy, and d is the Dirac delta function which is approxi-
mated as a narrow Gaussian distribution.

The absorption spectrum was also calculated using the
optimized ground state. First, the transition dipole moment
between orbitals i and j, Dij, is calculated as follows:

Dij ¼
ð
d r
.
4*
i ð r.Þm.4jð r.Þ (5)

Where m
. ¼ e r

.
. The transition dipole moment is then used

to calculate the oscillator strength, fij, using eqn (6) below:

fij ¼ 4pmeEij

3ħ2e2
��Dij

��2 (6)

Where me is the mass of an electron and Eij is the energy
difference between orbitals i and j. The absorption of light at
a given transition energy can then be written as

Að3Þ ¼
X
i;j

fijd
�
3� ��3j � 3i

��� (7)

where d is again a Dirac delta function approximated here as
a narrow Gaussian distribution.
Treatment of dynamics

In order to calculate excited state electron dynamics with
maximal accuracy, the nonequilibrium processes beyond the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation are computed by accounting
for the response of the electronic degrees of freedom to the
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 78–87 | 79
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changes in the nuclear conguration. This is done by using
Redeld theory.49 In the ground state, and in the equilibrium
geometry, the KS orbitals are orthogonal, meaning thatð

d r
.
4*
i ð r.Þ4jð r.Þ ¼ dij (8)

However, upon an innitesimal shi of one of the nuclear
positions, R

.
I/R

.
I þ DR

.
I , the orthogonality of the KS orbitals

breaks as quantied in the following equation:

Vij

�
DR

.

I

�
¼ 1

DRI

ð
d r
.
4*
i

�
r
.
;R
.

1;.;R
.

I ;.;R
.

N

�
4j

�
r
.
;R
.

1;.;R
.

I þ DR
.

I ;.;R
.

N

�
sdij (9)

This can be interpreted as “the overlap” of orbitals i and j
with respect to ionic position I. In a real system, all of the ions
will be moving so it is more accurate to assess an overlap when
all of the ions are launched into thermal motion dened by the
following two equations:

XN
I

MI

�
dRI

dt

�2

2
¼ 3

2
NkBT (10)

d2R
.

I

dt2
¼ 1

MI

F
.

I (11)

Where MI is the mass of the Ith ion, N is the total number of
ions, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and F

.
I

is the net force acting on the ion. Now the overlap between two
orbitals at any given time becomes

VijðtÞ ¼ � iħ
Dt

ð
d r
.
4*
i

�
r
.
;
n
R
.

I ðtÞ
o�

4j

�
r
.
;
n
R
.

I ðtþ DtÞ
o�

þ h:c:

(12)

These overlaps can then be used to calculate the autocorre-
lation functions as functions of time interval s:

MijklðsÞ ¼
ðtmax

0

dtVijðtþ sÞVklðtÞ (13)

The transition rates can be calculated as Fourier transforms
of the autocorrelation functions:

Gþ
ijkl ¼

ð
dsMijklðsÞexpð�iuklsÞ (14)

G�
ijkl ¼

ð
dsMijklðsÞexp

��iuijs
�

(15)

Here ukl ¼ 3k � 3l

ħ
is the angular frequency of a photon with

energy equal to the energy gap between orbitals k and l. With the
transition rates, the Redeld tensor is calculated as:
80 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 78–87
Rijkl ¼ Gþ
ijkl þ G�

ijkl � dij
X
m

Gþ
kmml � dkl

X
m

G�
immj (16)

Finally, the Redeld tensor is used to compute the time
dependent electron density matrix by solving the following
equation:

drij

dt
¼ �i

h

X
k

�
Fikrkj � rikFkj

�þ
�
drij

dt

�
diss

(17)

where F is the Fock matrix and
�
drij
dt

�
diss

¼ P
l;m

Rijlmrlm is the
electronic energy dissipation.

Observables that characterize non-equilibrium dynamics

There are two main observables computed here with the time
dependent electron density matrix. First, the time dependent
charge distribution is calculated as:

n
0 ð3; tÞ ¼

X
i

riiðtÞdð3� 3iÞ (18)

Second, the expectation value of the energy of excited charge
carriers as a function of time are computed with these charge
distributions as:

h3eiðtÞ ¼
ðþN

3Fermi

d3
�
n
0 ð3; tÞ � nð3Þ

�
3 (19a)

h3hiðtÞ ¼
ð3Fermi

�N
d3
�
n

0 ð3; tÞ � nð3Þ
�
3 (19b)

Where e and h represent electrons and holes, respectively.
From the expectation value of the energy, the relaxation time to
the frontier KS orbital (LUMO for electrons and HOMO for
holes) is calculated as follows:

seðor hÞ ¼
ðN
0

dt

	
3eðor hÞ


ðtÞ � 	
3eðor hÞ


ðNÞ	
3eðor hÞ


ð0Þ � 	
3eðor hÞ


ðNÞ (19c)

The dynamics of spatial distribution of charges along z-axes
is calculated as:

nðz; tÞ ¼
X
ij

rijðtÞ
ð
dx

ð
dy 4*

i ðx; y; zÞ4jðx; y; zÞ (20)

Computational details

In order to obtain results that are representative of physical
perovskite solar cells, auxiliary effects must be mitigated as
much as possible. To this end, a sufficiently large system must
be simulated to limit quantum connement effects. However,
as systems become larger, they become vastly more computa-
tionally expensive. There are also effects caused by strain on the
species due to mismatched crystalline lattice periods of the
perovskite and TiO2 which may skew results in an undesirable
fashion.50,51 With this in mind, we model the two unit-cell-thick
perovskite layer as Cs18Pb18Br54 with two dimensions repeating
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 (a) Hydroxyl model and (b) acetate model used for simulations.
The names of the models come from the ligands adjacent to the
perovskite surface. Both models consist of a periodic cesium lead
bromide perovskite film (bottom) and a POT nanocluster (top). The
periodic boundary conditions are displayed in Fig. 7. The perovskite
acts as an optical absorber while the POT acts as an electron transport
material (ETM) to enhance charge separation and improve solar cell
efficiency. The difference between these models is the orientation of
and ligands attached to the POT. The perovskite films are stoichio-
metrically equivalent in both models. (c) shows the same POT core
present in both models. All ligands except the hydroxyl groups are
present in both models. (d) shows the attachment scheme of the
isopropoxide ligands and the hydroxyl ligands. (e) shows the attach-
ment scheme of the acetate ligands.

Fig. 2 Projected density of states (PDOS) for (a) hydroxyl and (b)
acetate models at their ground state. The band gaps and atomistic
models with their HOMO in red and LUMO in blue are inset. Note that
in the hydroxyl model, the upper edge of the valence band is localized
on the perovskite (there is a slight bump that can be seen on the
perovskite PDOS just before the band edge) and the lower edge of the
conduction band is localized on the POT. This is contrasted by the
acetate model, where both band edges are localized on the POT.

Paper RSC Advances
periodically. This should be sufficiently large to reduce
quantum connement effects without drastically increasing
computational expense. The TiO2 is modeled as a Ti6O6 POT
nanocluster core with isopropoxide, acetate, and hydroxyl
ligands adsorbed to it. Nanoclusters are used instead of peri-
odic POT structures to eliminate stress caused by mismatching
periodicity of neighboring species.

In order to test the effects of ligands attached to the POT
ETM, the two identical periodic thin lms of cesium lead
bromide perovskite (Cs18Pb18Br54) are interfaced with different
ligand groups of the POT nanoclusters adjacent to their
respective boundaries. This simplies the systems so that the
effects of the ligands can be more directly observed. One POT
cluster, Ti6O6(O2C2H3)6(OC3H7)3(OH)3, has hydroxyl groups that
are situated adjacent to the perovskite, so this model is called
the hydroxyl model. The other POT cluster, Ti6O6(O2C2H3)6(-
OC3H7)6, has acetate ligands adjacent to the perovskite, so this
model is referred to as the acetate model. Visualizations of these
models and the POT clusters are shown in Fig. 1, while binding
energies can be found in Table 1.

Electronic structure calculations have been done by density
functional theory in a plane wave basis, with PAW pseudopo-
tentials representing core electrons and the PBE exchange
correlation functional as implemented in VASP soware.

Molecular dynamics are computed at 1 fs time intervals for
1000 steps, totaling to 1 ps trajectories. The threshold energies
Table 1 Basic properties of CsPbBr3/TiO2 interface as function of
binding morphology

Observable/model Hydroxyl Acetate

Binding energy, eV 1.176 0.445
Bandgap, eV 2.62 2.99

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
are 10�3 eV between atomic iterations and 10�4 eV between
electronic iterations. These trajectories are computed at 300 K.
Results

The band gap of the hydroxyl model was found to be less than
that of the acetate model. For the numerical values, see Table 1.
The projected density of states (PDOS) shown in Fig. 2
demonstrates different alignments of the band edges for these
two systems. In the hydroxyl model, the valence band edge is
localized on the perovskite while the conduction band edge is
localized on the POT. In the acetate model, both band edges are
localized on the POT. To visualize this, the frontier KS orbitals
are inset in Fig. 2. The different band alignments result in two
distinct processes of photo-excited charge carrier relaxation. In
the hydroxyl model, the system will undergo a charge transfer,
while the acetate model will see a Dexter energy transfer.

A schematic diagram of typical photoexcitation pathways as
determined by binding morphology and band alignment is
summarized in Fig. 3. The available pathways of photoexcita-
tion are dictated by relative alignment of energies of band
edges. Here we compare energies of the band edges associated
with each component of the interface: the edge of the conduc-
tion band for both perovskite (Eperov,CB) and POT (EPOT,CB) as
Fig. 3 Schematic representation of photoexcitation followed by
relaxation of charge carriers for (a) hydroxyl model where Eperov,CB >
EPOT,CB > Eperov,VB > EPOT,VB and (b) acetate model where Eperov,CB >
EPOT,CB > EPOT,VB > Eperov,VB. The different band alignments, upon non-
radiative relaxation of photo-excited charge carriers, cause (a) charge
transfer in the hydroxyl model and (b) Dexter energy transfer in the
acetate model.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 78–87 | 81



Fig. 4 Absorption spectra of (a) hydroxyl and (b) acetate models. Note
that the two spectra are almost identical qualitatively. This is because
the perovskite is the main absorber of visible light.

RSC Advances Paper
well as the edge of the valence band for both perovskite
(Eperov,VB) and POT (EPOT,VB). Interestingly, the hydroxyl-linked
binding morphology results in alternating order of these
energies

Eperov,CB > EPOT,CB > Eperov,VB > EPOT,VB

While the acetate model results in sequential ordering

Eperov,CB > EPOT,CB > EPOT,VB > Eperov,VB (21)

The different band alignments, upon non-radiative relaxa-
tion of photoexcited charge carriers, cause a charge transfer in
the hydroxyl model and a Dexter energy transfer in the acetate
model.

The absorption spectra of the two models, shown in Fig. 4,
are extremely similar qualitatively despite the differences in the
POT clusters. This is because the perovskite is the major optical
absorber in these systems. Note that there are no bright tran-
sitions from the valence band edge to the conduction band
edge. This means that the charges must be excited to a state
deeper within their respective bands and then relax to the band
edges.

As the main effort to assess the nonradiative pathways of the
photoexcitation, we compute the nonradiative transitions as
a consequence of electron–phonon interaction. The electron–
phonon interaction is computed in the form of “on-the-y”
nonadiabatic couplings along thermalized molecular dynamics
Fig. 5 Sample of the Redfield tensors near the band gap of (a) hydroxyl
and (b) acetate models. Riijj represents the transition rate from orbital i
to orbital j. This is calculated using eqn (16). Observe the similar
qualitative features for both models. The elements far from the main
diagonal are approximately zero, the elements along the main diag-
onal are zero, and the elements along the sub diagonals take maximal
values. This can also be approximated as Riijj z di+1,j + di�1,j, meaning
that transitions between energetically neighboring orbitals will domi-
nate relaxation pathways. The “band gap” labels are placed between
HO and LU rather than marking both HO and LU for the sake of visual
clarity.

82 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 78–87
trajectory, as introduced in the Methods section. Averaged rates
of elementary phonon-assisted electronic transitions are
referred to as “elements of the Redeld tensor” and are illustrated
in Fig. 5. Similar qualitative features are observed for both
models. The diagonal elements are zero which is to be expected
as electronic transitions between a state and itself are
forbidden. The sub diagonal elements take maximal values,
meaning that transitions are most likely to happen between
energetically neighboring states. The elements which are far
from the main diagonal are approximately equal to zero,
meaning that transitions between energetically non-
neighboring states are very unlikely.

The elements of the Redeld tensor parametrize the equa-
tion of motion for electronic degrees of freedom as introduced
in the Methods section and allows computation of nonequi-
librium dynamics of occupations of KS orbitals for any initial
excitations. Fig. 6 shows a representative example of such
dynamics. The initial excitations are chosen based on the like-
lihood of electronic excitation. This is determined with respect
to the excitation energy and maximal oscillator strength for
a particular pair of orbitals. Specically, Fig. 6 illustrates
dynamics for the (HO�3) / (LU+13) excitation in the hydroxyl
model and the (HO�2) / (LU+10) excitation in the acetate
model. The dynamics of transient occupation of orbitals are
computed in the conduction band, rii(t), i $ LU for electrons,
while the dynamics for transient abscence of occupation of
orbitals are calculated in the valence band, rjj(t), j # HO for
holes. As expected from the Redeld tensor elements shown in
Fig. 5, the nonequilibrium occupation in the conduction band
sequentially “visits” orbitals in a descending order of energies

i / i � 1 /./ LU+1 / LU (22)

The nonequilibrium absence of occupation in the valence
band sequentially “visits” orbitals in an ascending order of
energies
Fig. 6 Electron (a and b) and hole (c and d) state occupations, rij(t), for
(a and c) hydroxyl and (b and d) acetate models along excited state
trajectory. This is calculated using eqn (17). The initial excitations used
for each model are those with the highest oscillator strength. They
hydroxyl model features an excitation from HO�3 to LU+13 and the
acetate model features an excitation from HO�2 to LU+10. Observe
the sequential redistribution of charge carriers between states. This is
to be expected from the Redfield tensor elements shown in the Fig. 5.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Relaxation times for electrons (solid dots, se from eqn (19c)) and
holes (hollow dots, sh from eqn (19c)) in hydroxyl (red) and acetate
(blue) models as a function of dissipation energy. The dissipation
energy is defined as the energy difference between the excited charge
carrier and its frontier orbital upon photoexcitation, e.g. the energy
difference between LU+10 and LU for an electron photoexcited into
the LU+10 orbital. The relaxations times appear to mostly obey the
energy gap law in local segments.

Paper RSC Advances
j / j + 1 /./ HO�1 / HO (23)

Thus, at the end of the computed time interval, the system
relaxes to the lowest available excitation (HO) / (LU), inde-
pendent of the initial excitation. This observation emphasizes
the critical importance of the band alignment differences
shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

However, the most interesting and illustrative analysis of the
photoinduced dynamics as well as perhaps the most appro-
priate judgement of applicability of a specic interface
morphology for photovoltaic application could be deduced
from the following analysis of the dynamic charge density
distribution as a function of energy and space, shown in Fig. 7.
These distributions are based on calculations for the same
initial excitations as mentioned above, namely the (HO�3) /
(LU+13) excitation in the hydroxyl model and the (HO�2) /
(LU+10) excitation in the acetate model, illustrated in Fig. 6.

The charge distribution as a function of energy is needed to
assess the different energy offsets between orbitals, i.e. the same
rate of transitions between orbitals may result in drastically
different rates of energy dissipation from the electronic system
to nuclear degrees of freedom. In Fig. 7, panels (a) and (b) the
green background color represents no change from the ground
state charge density, while the brighter yellow represents high
electron density and darker blue represents high hole density
compared to the ground state. As time passes, the center of the
electron density distribution moves from higher energy to lower
energy, as summarized by the average electron energy (dashed
line). Likewise, the center of the hole density distribution
migrates from lower energies to higher energies (solid line).
Both electron and hole reach quasi-stationary states at the long-
living lowest excitation HO / LU. Fitting of the curvatures of
the dashed and solid lines allows us to assess the average rate of
electron and hole cooling to the lowest available excitation for
each system.

Interestingly, information on cooling of a charge carrier is
not sufficient for assessing the ability of an interface to
Fig. 7 Dynamics of charge distribution (a and b) with respect to energy
and (c and d) with respect to position in simulation cell for (a and c)
hydroxyl and (b and d) acetate models. This is a visualization of n0(3,t)
from eqn (18) and n(z,t) from eqn (20). The green background color
represents no change from the ground state charge density distribu-
tion, while the brighter yellow represents high electron density and
darker blue represents high hole density compared to the ground
state. In (c) and (d), the densities are integrated over the “x” and “y”
dimensions to yield a single value for each “z” position. The atomistic
models are shown adjacent to these plots to help visualize the “z”
positions in plots (c) and (d). The blue boxes around themodels specify
the periodic boundaries of the simulation cells.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
efficiently participate in the photovoltaic process. While cool-
ing, a charge carrier may either keep the original localization
(perovskite lm in this case) or experience a transfer across the
interface to another material (POT cluster in this case). The
overall features, rates, and directions of charge transfer can
change drastically depending on the chosen morphology of the
interface.

We also analyze details of interfacial charge transfer based
on the distribution of charge as a function of position and time,
shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d) for the same interfaces and initial
conditions as usual, the (HO�3) / (LU+13) excitation in the
hydroxyl model and the (HO�2) / (LU+10) excitation in the
acetate model. This analysis shows that in the hydroxyl model,
the initial excitation localizes the hole to the Cs–Pb layers of the
perovskite, mostly to top layer nearest the POT, and spreads the
electron just above and below these layers. The electron is then
injected into the core of the POT cluster and settles at the Ti 3d
atomic orbitals, see animation in ESI.†

In addition to simulating the “most likely” excitation in each
model, i.e. the excitation with the highest oscillator strength, we
also simulate the top 20 “most likely” excitations for both
models. This allows us to track and compare the charge relax-
ation times for both electrons and holes in both the hydroxyl
and acetate models, as seen in Fig. 8. The abscissa labeled
“Dissipation Energy” represents the energy which must be
dissipated for the excited charges to relax to the frontier orbital.
This is the energy difference between HOMO and the initial
excited state for holes, and is the energy difference between the
initial excited state and LUMO for electrons. What we see is that
the excited charges tend to obey the energy gap law in localized
ranges of dissipation energy, with electrons that are excited by
more than about 0.75 eV beyond LUMO in the acetate model
being the most notable exception. As far as differences between
the models go, the excited holes relax more slowly in the
hydroxyl model which is preferable for PV applications as highly
excited charges can be extracted more readily than less excited
charges. The exited electrons appear to have similar relaxation
times for both models.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 78–87 | 83
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Discussion

The rst of these is the classical path approximation, i.e. the
nuclei are treated as classical point charges, so any nuclear
quantum mechanical effects are neglected. This should not
have any signicant effect on the MD trajectory or electronic
structure about the nuclei, since the classical forces externally
acting on the nuclei are orders of magnitude larger than
quantum mechanical forces. Second, a GGA functional (PBE) is
chosen to reduce computational time. This likely leads to
quantitative discrepancies in observables like the band gap
energy, but should not alter qualitative differences between the
two models, e.g. the hydroxyl model having a smaller band gap
than the acetate model. Third, neither spin polarization nor
non-collinear spin are used in these calculations since the
models have a closed shell, i.e. the valence orbitals are fully
occupied by electrons. This again saves computational time and
will cause quantitative discrepancies from experimental values,
but should not alter qualitative trends. Ideally, one would use
a hybrid functional, such as HSE06, and include non-collinear
spin in the calculations, but this is prohibitively expensive
computationally. Fourth, it is implicitly assumed in Redeld
theory that the MD trajectory is a Markov chain, meaning that
only the present nuclear conguration, and no past congura-
tion, has an impact on future congurations. This is justied by
the rapid decay of correlation functions during the MD trajec-
tory. Fih, it is also implicitly assumed in Redeld theory that
there is no excited state nuclear reorganization. That is to say
the nuclear conguration does not change upon photo-
excitation. Sixth, the initial excited states are approximated as
a single electron/hole pair. This neglects the possibility of
a superposition of excitons with the same energy. Finally, it is
assumed that there is no electron/hole interaction, i.e. no
bound excitons are formed.

The following represents the main result of the paper. For
both hydroxyl and acetate interfaces, the initial excitation
consists of electron (yellow in Fig. 7) and hole (blue in Fig. 7)
density localized in the spatial region corresponding to the
perovskite slab (z < 0 in Fig. 7). The major difference between
the interfaces lies in the dynamics of how the excited charges
relax. This is outlined below.

Hydroxyl: the excited hole remains in the spatial region of
the perovskite lm (z < 0) while the electron experiences
a transfer to the spatial region corresponding to the POT cluster
(z > 0) at a time of around 100 fs. This reaction can be
summarized as follows

(CsPbBr3)*(TiO2) / (CsPbBr3)
+(TiO2)

� (24)

where the * denotes an energetically excited species, + denotes
a positively charged species, and � denotes a negatively charged
species.

Acetate: contrarily for the acetate interface, the hole rst
experiences a transfer to the POT cluster at around 50 fs, leaving
the electron at the perovskite and creating a charge transfer in
the opposite direction
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(CsPbBr3)*(TiO2) / (CsPbBr3)
�(TiO2)

+ (25)

However, shortly aerward, at a time of around 500 fs the
electron also transfers to the POT cluster, and thus brings the
system back to a neutral, albeit excited, state.

(CsPbBr3)
�(TiO2)

+ / (CsPbBr3)(TiO2)* (26)

There are two criteria of charge transfer efficiency, namely
charge transfer rate and charge transfer yield. Here we assumed
the charge transfer rates are dened similarly to the rates of energy
dissipation, take similar values, and can substitute each other.
Fig. 8 summarizes the similarities and differences of such rates for
hydroxyl and acetate linkers. For both models, the rates are of
a similar order of magnitude. However, the second criterion,
charge transfer yield, is dramatically different for these two linkers:
the hydroxyl linker provides near 100% yield since the electron and
hole are separated in space. The acetate linker provides near 0%
yield since the electron and hole both transfer to TiO2 creating no
charge separation at all. This results in the hydroxyl linker being
a more favorable morphology for solar cell design.

It is also interesting to comment on the possibility of
experimental conrmation of the computed results. A direct
monitoring of the excited state dynamics in nanostructures can
be performed in terms of the ultrafast time resolved spectros-
copy, where charge transfer states will have darker optical
response. An indirect and industrially relevant experimental
test would be an effort to record the photocurrent conversion
efficiency (PCE) created at devices with specic interfaces
between layers. A computational prediction of PCE needs
several additional factors such as atomistic geometry of
contacts and details on bias voltage, which is beyond the scope
of this paper, but is planned in future studies.
Conclusions

Finally, one concludes that a minor change in linkage
morphology of the interface may alter the band alignment,
direction of photoinduced charge transfer, and applicability of
an interface to photovoltaic technology. It also effects the
charge transfer rates, relaxation rates, and can be used to ne
tune the band gap energy. The interface morphology did not,
however, have any signicant impact on the absorption spectra
or the mode of relaxation through energetically adjacent states
in this case. In the considered two examples, hydroxyl linking
morphology matches the criteria for a photovoltaic interface
nicely and acetate linking morphology is not suitable for
photovoltaic applications.
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